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Every good trial lawyer has had the pleasure of 
dismantling a bogus expert on cross-examination. The 
bigger challenge – the one that requires mastery of 
the craft – is in tackling what I call the “impeccable” 
expert. This is the well-credentialed practitioner who 
isn’t a professional witness and hasn’t been stretched 
past the Daubert breaking point. He or she looks the 
part, is careful and articulate, has no glaring bias. The 
stakes are high. If you can get key admissions from 
an impeccable expert, you’ll score big points. But if 

you just muck around, he’ll eat you alive. This is what 
separates the true trial lawyers from the pretenders.

When it comes to the impeccable expert, you can’t just 
follow a formula. Take the rules or “commandments” 
of cross-examination and throw them out the window. 
Every impeccable expert is different. I’ve encountered 
a few and I’m here to tell you that you can get great 
admissions out of them. What it takes is bloody hard 
work, good judgment formed by experience, and guts.

Why This is Important
•  Fewer Cases Going To Trial 

 – the ones that do are must-win
•  Less Trial Experience to Spread Around 

 – fewer trial “masters”
•  Can Make Or Break The Case

 – bad cross can make expert look better 
 – good examiner can score big points 

•  Truest Test Of Trial Skill Mastery

Case Study – An Impeccable Scientific Expert

I encountered an impeccable expert in the course of 
a headline-grabbing airplane disaster trial. His name 
was Dr. Thomas Lee, an engineering professor at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.). What 
made Dr. Lee “impeccable”? He was:

• A professor at an esteemed institution
• A practitioner in the relevant field for 30+ years
• An inventor of devices like the one in issue, with 30 

patents
• The author of 60 scientific journal articles
• The recipient of numerous awards
• The holder of engineering society leadership 



positions
• A well-rounded person with a compelling personal 

story (table tennis champion!)
• 65 years old, polite, articulate and friendly

Dr. Lee testified for Northwest Airlines in the 18-month 
jury trial that determined liability for the nation’s 
second-worst domestic airline disaster.1 I was one of 
four lawyers on the trial team for McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation (MDC), the airframe manufacturer of the 
plane that crashed. Northwest Flight 255 crashed on 
takeoff in Detroit, Michigan, killing all but one person 
on board and two people on the ground. The lone 
survivor was a 4-year-old girl whose parents and 
brother perished in the crash. The crash and the trial 
were headline news for months.

The pilots of Flight 255 failed to set the wing flaps 
and slats for takeoff, resulting in minimal lift and an 
aerodynamic stall. The left wing clipped a light pole in 
a car rental lot, shearing off 18 feet of wing. The plane 

rolled upside down, hit a building, crashed into an 
intersection and exploded into a ball of fire. There were 
several visual and aural cues to the pilots to alert them 
to their failure to set the flaps and slats. However, a 
takeoff warning in the form of an overhead voice saying 
“flaps … slats … flaps … slats” failed to sound. The 
investigators determined that electrical power was not 
passing to the warning circuit and the interruption was 
isolated to a circuit breaker – the “P-40” circuit breaker 
in the cockpit. The main issue that was not decided 
by the investigators, and was therefore the most 
vigorously fought at trial, was whether the P-40 circuit 
breaker had malfunctioned or had been manually 
disabled (“pulled”) by the flight crew. Both Northwest 
and MDC had experts on every aspect of this issue. 
Dr. Lee was Northwest’s circuit breaker expert. He was 
eminently qualified. In addition to having impeccable 
credentials, he had physically examined and tested the 
P-40, or rather its constituent pieces, as it had been 
torn apart in the crash.

What The Impeccable Expert Looks Like
•  Excellent credentials in the field 

•  A true practitioner, not a professional witness
•  Cautious, careful, reasonable – not stretched too far
•  Thorough, independent job of researching the facts
•  Speaks with authority but is not arrogant – articulate

•  Central casting looks and likeability (star quality)
•  No Daubert / Frye vulnerability

Dr. Lee did an outstanding job on direct examination. 
The National Transportation Safety Board investigators 
had tested the pieces of the P-40 and determined that 
it was capable of passing electrical current. Dr. Lee 
described these as “alive versus dead” tests that didn’t 
really tell us much. His own tests were “resistance” 
tests which would tell whether the P-40 was healthy 
or sick. He concluded that it was “sick.” He hit this 
crescendo right at the end of the day so that it could 
soak into the jurors’ heads overnight.

I knew nothing about Dr. Lee until five days before his 
testimony. Someone else had taken his deposition, 
and there wasn’t much useful in there anyway – he’d 
performed just as well at his deposition as he had 
at trial. I knew I couldn’t cross-examine him on his 
qualifications. But as I studied the handwritten notes 
from his tests of the P-40 pieces, a picture started to 
emerge. He had testified that one-tenth of an ohm 
resistance was the threshold of “health” for an electrical 
contact – below 0.10 Ω it was healthy. During his tests, 
he hadn’t measured resistance directly. He had only 
measured current and voltage. At first his notes looked 

like hieroglyphics – rows and rows of barely legible 
numbers. As I studied, I remembered “Ohm’s Law.” If 
you know voltage and current levels, you can calculate 
resistances. I did the calculations and discovered that 
every single resistance was well below 0.10 Ω. I triple-
checked everything.

I decided to take a calculated risk with Dr. Lee when 
I cross-examined him. I gambled that he would agree 
with me about the resistance numbers from his tests 
and that the results would be understandable to the 
jury. In fact, this is how it played out on the stand – Dr. 
Lee, a consummate scientist, did not fight me on Ohm’s 
law or the math leading to resistance calculations. 
He admitted that all resistances were less than one-
tenth of an ohm. The next gamble I took was bigger. I 
reminded him of his own testimony that the threshold 
of health versus sickness was one-tenth of an ohm. 
Looking at the resistances calculated from his own 
measurements on the P-40, I asked “that’s healthy, 
isn’t it?” and he agreed. He continued to admit that 
every single measurement he took on every piece of 
the P-40 showed health rather than sickness. It was a 



golden moment.

Elements of a Successful Cross-Exam
•  Demeanor – Respectful But Firm

•  Preparation – The 4 a.m. Wakeup Call
•  Calculated Risk – Putting A Box Around It

Elements of a Turnaround

How did an eminent scientist go from calling the key 
piece of hardware “sick” to agreeing it was “healthy” 24 
hours later? I guarantee you it wasn’t due to genius on 
my part. But it wasn’t luck, either. I believe it was due to 
three things: demeanor, preparation, and the taking of 
carefully calculated risks. I didn’t want this article to be 
one person’s war story. I did some research and made 
observations about how the masters of trial lawyering 
go about their craft. Their wisdom and methods confirm 
some common points that may be useful to others 
when encountering impeccable experts at trial.

Demeanor

There are times when you can bully a witness into 
submission. There are situations where it’s appropriate 
to yell at the witness “I WANT THE TRUTH,” as in the 
movie A Few Good Men. However, I can’t imagine 
this ever being a successful tactic with an impeccable 
expert. Part of what makes an expert “impeccable” is 
that he or she is rational, reasonable, even likeable. 

In Dr. Lee’s case, it was an easy decision how to deal 
with him. He was many years my senior, for one thing. 
So I determined to be respectful and polite to him, 
even if I had to interrupt him or doggedly keep asking 
a question he wasn’t answering. And I did have to do 
that a couple times. But it can be done respectfully. 
When I was finished with Dr. Lee and he came down 
from the witness stand, I shook his hand and told him 
that I admired him as a scientist and a gentleman. He 
returned the compliment and told me I reminded him 
of his son.

Jury research shows what trial lawyers know 
instinctively: jurors are more likely to believe someone 
they like.2 Also, a witness is more likely to be forthcoming 
with his guard down. Most people would agree that 
Abraham Lincoln was a master trial lawyer. There are 

many great stories about his cross-examinations, but 
one story stands out because it was told by a witness 
that Honest Abe cross-examined, James Hoblit:

“I determined, when I took the stand, to say as little 
as possible. Well, as soon as I told Mr. Lincoln my full 
name he became very much interested, asking me if I 
wasn’t some relative of his old friend John Hoblit who 
kept the house between Springfield and Bloomington; 
and when I answered that he was my grandfather, 
Mr. Lincoln grew very friendly, plying me with all sorts 
of questions about family matters, which put me 
completely at my ease, and before I knew what was 
happening, I had forgotten to be hostile and he had the 
whole story.”3

Lincoln went up to Hoblit after the trial was over and 
told him he had done the right thing, that he shouldn’t 
feel ashamed or embarrassed.4 It was classic Abe, 
more personality than strategy, but it worked.

Modern trial lawyers are not much different. Harvard 
Law Professor Arthur Miller observed the cross-
examination demeanor of David Boies and Phil Beck 
in the Bush v. Gore trial, which was largely a battle of 
expert witnesses: 

“When you look at David Boies and Phil Beck, you 
are looking at two of the greatest lawyers in the 
United States. Neither one of these guys are fire and 
brimstone. They don’t invoke thunder and lightning and 
the Lord. They just cut away and cut away — and kill 
you with a thousand paper cuts.”5 

The point is this: if you encounter an impeccable expert 
on the other side, don’t bring “fire and brimstone.” You 
can still ask tough questions, interrupt when necessary, 
and insist on responsive answers, but it must be done 
carefully and respectfully. Your goal should be that 
when you’re finished, the jury likes you – believes you 
– more than it does the witness.

 
“Yes, there’s such a thing as luck in trial law but it only comes at 3 o’clock in the morning.” – Louis Nizer

Preparation

When I built my plan to cross-examine Dr. Lee, I started 

with a blank slate. After studying hundreds of pages of 
deposition transcripts, I still had no fodder for cross. 
There were no defects in his credentials, no obvious 



Achilles Heel. It took me days and days of sifting 
sand in a windowless room before I found any gold 
nuggets. It takes relentless persistence to craft a cross-
examination plan that can bring down an impeccable 
expert.

This isn’t news to anyone. Being a trial lawyer is hard 
work. But I wonder if we know how hard the masters of 
the craft are working.

I’ve read a number of articles about great trial lawyers, 
including interviews. One was about Fred Bartlit, of 
whom it was said, “Bartlit wakes every morning by 4 
– even earlier when he’s in trial.”6 I kept reading and 
discovered the following about Steve Susman: “During 
trial, he wakes up at 4 am to have four full hours to 
prepare for the day.”7 Four o’clock in the morning is 
early, folks. And these guys try big cases, so they’re 

talking about waking up that early every day for 
weeks or months. As Bartlit says, “[m]ost trials are not 
sprints, but are marathons.”8 Or to put it as bluntly as 
David Boies: “would you rather sleep or win?”9 It’s no 
coincidence that trial masters are early risers.10 That’s 
what it takes to do the necessary preparation.

I noticed another common thread in the interviews 
of great trial lawyers. David Boies has an amazing 
memory, honed by his dyslexia, which required him to 
develop strong powers of concentration. “The Boies 
memory is one of the first things cited when people 
discuss his strengths. What’s most impressive about 
that gift . . . is Boies’ uncanny ability to recall a key 
fact, legal citation or piece of contradictory testimony 
at moments of the most intense pressure.”11 Another 
great trial lawyer, John Quinn, says that “all top trial 
lawyers have to have a good memory.”12

Memory
This is, in fact, another element of preparation – separating out the key facts and studying them so deeply that 
they are committed to memory. I call it “feeding the memory banks.” It is another level of preparation that the 

true masters practice.

If memory is so critical, is it something you’re born 
with or can it be developed? David Boies is a special 
case, because of his dyslexia, but is his memory 
really a “gift”? His condition gave him the platform to 
strengthen his memory like a muscle. You don’t need 
dyslexia to do that. Boies’ wife says he only appears 
to have a prodigious memory: “all he’s really doing is 
just remembering the important things.”13 This is, in 
fact, another element of preparation – separating out 
the key facts and studying them so deeply that they 
are committed to memory. I call it “feeding the memory 
banks.” It is another level of preparation that the true 
masters practice.

Calculated Risks

Pundits will tell you not to take risks on cross-
examination. Irving Younger, of “Ten Commandments” 
fame, says “you will on cross-examination only ask 
questions to which you already know the answer.”14 
Francis Wellman, the author of The Art of Cross-
Examination, wrote “[c]ertainly no lawyer should ask 
a critical question unless he is sure of the answer.”15 
John Henry Wigmore, author of the classic treatise on 
evidence, said: 

“Cross-examination is the greatest legal engine ever 
invented for the discovery of truth. You can do anything 
with a bayonet except sit on it. A lawyer can do anything 

with cross-examination if he is skillful enough not to 
impale his own cause upon it.”16

And famous trial lawyer Louis Nizer said: “In cross-
examination, as in fishing, nothing is more ungainly 
than a fisherman pulled into the water by his catch.”17

Stories abound concerning trial lawyers who went 
too far out on a limb or asked one question too many. 
Perhaps the most well-known of these in our generation 
is the prosecution asking O.J. Simpson to try on the 
glove found at the murder scene of his ex-wife. The 
resulting scene gave rise to the famous line by Johnny 
Cochran, “if the glove don’t fit, you must acquit.” Here’s 
another one from the prosecution of Jerry Sandusky, 
the Penn State assistant football coach accused of 
molesting young boys:

Attorney: “Didn’t you tell us that 
Jerry treated you like a son?” 

Victim #4: “No, he treated me like a son in front 
of other people. Outside of that he treated me 
like his girlfriend.”18

Perhaps the most famous “one too many” in legal 
lore involves Abe Lincoln. He was cross-examining 
an eyewitness to a murder. Lincoln got the witness to 



admit that the event occurred at 11:00 at night and 
he didn’t have a candle. He then asked “how could 
you see from a distance of one-hundred fifty feet or 
more, without a candle, at eleven o’clock at night?” The 
witness responded, “The moon was shining real bright.” 
If the story had ended there, it would have served 
as a cautionary tale – don’t let the witness explain. 

However, what Lincoln did next was masterful. He had 
the witness describe in great detail what he claimed to 
have seen, including the size (full) and position (high) 
of the moon. He then used an Almanac to show that 
the moon was merely a sliver and below the level of 
the trees at 11:00 pm. The defendant was acquitted.19

Being a great trial lawyer involves “anticipating the ways the examination of the witness can go wrong and 
having a contingency plan for all of them.”– Phil Beck

And therein lies the rub. Most trial lawyers will agree 
that you shouldn’t take wild, unbridled risks. But Lincoln 
didn’t do that. He put what I call “a box around it.” If it 
went south, as it did, he had a way to redeem it or to 
limit the damage. Phil Beck says that being a great trial 
lawyer involves “anticipating the ways the examination 
of the witness can go wrong and having a contingency 
plan for all of them.”20 Even Irving Younger granted an 
exception to his Fourth Commandment: he called it 
“escalating” or “closing doors” where a series of lead-
up questions can reveal how the witness will answer 
the payoff question. Younger allows this exception only 
to very experienced trial lawyers.21

I took a calculated risk when I asked Dr. Lee about 
his resistance measurements on the accident circuit 
breaker. The risk was that he’d fight me or be obtuse 
enough to confuse the jury. But the downside of that 
risk was low. I felt that the concepts (simple math and 
Ohm’s law) were plain enough for the jury to understand 
on its own. Thus, if he fought me, he’d look bad. I had a 
strong feeling that as a real scientist he’d agree to real 
science. He did.

The other risk I took was to ask Dr. Lee the concluding 
or ultimate question: “that’s healthy, isn’t it?” The 
downside was that if he had an explanation, this would 
be his opening to give it. But I had considered all the 
possible explanations and none of them held water. He 
was boxed in by his own measurements and Ohm’s 
law. Once again, the downside risk was low but the 
upside potential was enormous. It didn’t take a genius 
to figure out it was a risk worth taking.

Every good trial lawyer will take a calculated risk. The 
key is to calculate it. Measure the upside as well as the 
downside. Carefully lead up to it and box the witness 
in. When the stage is set, don’t be afraid to pull the 
trigger.

Science? Art?

Whether cross-examination is a science or an art will 

be debated until the cows come home. I don’t care 
what you call it, but I do know this: hard work makes 
you better at it. Roy Black, a masterful criminal defense 
trial lawyer, hit the nail on the head when he said:

“Let me make this clear: There is no art to cross 
examination; it is a skill. A hard skill to master but a 
skill nonetheless. There is no reason to raise it to an 
art form except to unduly impress the uninitiated. I 
have spent my academic career teaching the skills of 
trial advocacy and know there are no genetically gifted 
trial lawyers. They are created, not born like Mozart 
able to play a symphony in court. It is a skill like all 
other trial skills learned through study, practice and 
performance.”22

Roy Black’s point, and my point, is that being a masterful 
trial lawyer takes time, patience, practice, relentless 
hard work, discipline, learning from mistakes, and 
careful honing of judgment. It’s not easy, but if you do 
these things you can become a master. Practitioners 
dedicated to the task can meet the toughest challenges 
thrown at them, including those of the impeccable 
opposing expert.
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